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Cryptohopper Launches One-of-a-Kind A.I. Feature

Crypto trading platform announces a

new Algorithm Intelligence (A.I.) feature

that cuts to the chase for what used to be

a time-consuming process.

AMSTERDAM, NOORD-HOLLAND, THE

NETHERLANDS, January 15, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Changing the

game again to bring seamless crypto

trading to the fingertips, a new kind of

automatic backtester from

Cryptohopper comes to market. Suited

to become a new standard, the feature

is called Algorithm Intelligence (A.I.).

Though not yet the typical usage for

the AI tag name, this feature allows

crypto traders to feed all possible trading strategies into Cryptohopper for automatic analysis. As

close to a set-it-and-forget-it convenience as one can get, the new feature automatically tests,

rates, and deploys trading strategies so your trading bot can make the best choice according to

the current market. 

A representative of Cryptohopper said, “It’s laborious for traders to combine technical indicators,

make strategies, and then backtest them. Data from past markets is helpful for what is

continually in flux to garner how cryptocurrency like Bitcoin and Ethereum would've performed.

To say the least, the fact that the process must be done continuously adds to work. Now, you

feed your A.I. bot with strategies and it will happily do the rest!”

To help the personalized feature do its work, comprehensive analysis strategies are available for

download from the Cryptohopper marketplace or, users can build their own. Just feed the A.I.

trading bot with strategies for trend recognition and buy/sell signals. Then, determine in the

configuration how high the score must be in order to signal a buy. From there, the bot will rate

the strategies and will implement the best performing one, based on an accuracy score. The

user’s Hopper will automatically follow signals that come from the strategy with the highest

http://www.einpresswire.com


accuracy. 

For more information, visit https://www.cryptohopper.com.

About Cryptohopper:

Cryptohopper is an automated crypto trading platform that was started by two brothers in

September 2017. The brothers created a platform to connect an exchange account so displayed

funds are readily available for crypto trading. The site offers the ability to analyze the market and

build trading strategies that an Algorithm Intelligence feature will automatically test and rank.

Seamlessly, Cryptohopper users can set a take-profit, utilize trailing stop-loss, trailing stop-buy,

and place an order by selecting a place-in directly through the platform’s Order Book. Filled buy

orders show up directly in traders' positions to track profits.

Social Media:

https://t.me/CryptohopperToday 

https://discord.gg/qdv6RJx 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBbjAhi-qFmJQMnS6iXEFmw 

https://www.instagram.com/cryptohopper/
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